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1. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK.

1.1. Urban & mobility explosion

Source: Fernández Durán (2008).

Evolution
of human
population
through
History

“XX century has experienced both demographic and urban growth with no precedent
in History. In this period, global population increased 4 times, while urban population
did 12 times” (Fernández Durán, 2008).



1. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK.

1.1. Urban & mobility explosion

Source: Fernández Durán (2008): A planet of metropolis (in crisis).



1. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK.

1.1. Urban & mobility explosion

Metropolis; Metapolis;
Megacities; Urban sprawl;
P o s t m e t r o p o l i s ;
Metropolitan regions; Non-
Place; World-City.

Cities have experienced huge
transformations. Motorization
and urbanization processes
have spread across the world.



1. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK.

1.2. Energy consumption

Source: Murray (2009), in Fernández Durán (2010).

Evolution of global energetic production/extraction, 1860-2007
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Consumption of primary energy according to source of energy and region of the
world, measured as average watt of power per capita and its relation to CO2
emissions. Sources: BP Statistical Yearbook (2009) and IPCC (2007).



1. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK.

1.2. Energy consumption and energetic crisis

1) Annual global energy consumption has increased up to
12.000 millions of tons of oil equivalent, and the annual
emissions of CO2 have reached 30.000 millions of tons
(30 Gt).

2) An important rate of this flow goes to urban systems
worldwide, particularly to mantain the urban mobility
system based on motorization.

¡¡ Impacts become global !!



 

 

Evolution of oil and gas supplies.
Source: Gordon, 2004.

Evolution of global ecological
footprint, 1961-2007.
Source: WWF, 2010.

¡¡ Impacts become global !!

¡¡Global energetic
crisis is expected!!



1. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK.

1.3. Global Change

3 essential characteristics:

Human activity is modifying
Biosphere’s performance.

1. The mechanisms of regulation are changing.

2. The extreme speed of the changes.

3. Homo sapiens.

The current process of
Global Change adds a
context of uncertainty
and strong disruptions
to medium-term future.

1.4. Resilience (socioecological resilience)

It is the capability that a system shows of getting over disruptions and
tensions without modifying significantly its structure and functionality. It
involves the capability of auto-eco-organization of the system.
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1.4. Urban socioecosystem

Strong connetions between different compounds of the urban system.



1.4. Urban socioecosystem

POLISURBS

CIVITAS



Urban socioecosystems across the world must activate strategies,
from a complex approach, to increase their socioecological resilience
and, therefore, obtain more guarantees to achieve the extraordinary
challenges we have ahead, regarding the disruptions and uncertainty
associated to Global Change and the severe energetic crisis that is
expected.

FIRST STATEMENT AFTER THE FRAMEWORK REVIEW

Among these urban strategies, the promotion of cyclist mobility and
restriction of private motorised vehicles has greatest importance. As
a consequence, urban sustainability levels are improved.

OUR HYPOTHESIS



2. URBANISM AND MOBILITY.

The way we define uses and functions across the territory will
determine the mode of transport used by the inhabitants to

move around that territory.

What to to?:

1) Design compact cities.

2) Create “proximity”, by mixing different uses
and urban functions.

3) Limit the infraestructures for driving cars!!



2. URBANISM AND MOBILITY.

Source: El Roto. www.elpais.com/vineta

This road doesn’t
lead to any place!!

Don’t worry, places
will be created by
the road itself!!



3. URBAN MOBILITY ANS ITS COMPLEXITY. SOME EXAMPLES OF
CYCLING PROMOTION IN CONTEMPORARY EUROPEAN CITIES.

Urban mobility means a complex field of intervention: points of view from
Ingineering, Architecture, Urbanism, Sociology, Economy, Psichology,
etc., are needed.

Mobility strategies based on “push&pull” measures are essential:
restriction of motorised modes of transport and promotion of non-
motorised ones (walking and cycling).

To do so, it is neccesary to design a compact city with a low pace: calm
down the traffic (decrease the speed and the intensity of circulation)
favours non-motorised modes.

Besides energy savings and stimulation of a city of slower pace is
achieved, which contributes to a more liveable, vibrant and safer city, as
well as to more social interactions, democratization of the mobility and
general improvement of the quality of urban spaces.



3. URBAN MOBILITY ANS ITS COMPLEXITY.

Source: European Comission (2004): Reclaiming city streets for people. Chaos or quality of life?



3. URBAN MOBILITY ANS ITS COMPLEXITY.

Source: European Comission (2004): Reclaiming city streets for people. Chaos or quality of life?



3. URBAN MOBILITY AND ITS COMPLEXITY. SOME EXAMPLES OF
CYCLING PROMOTION IN CONTEMPORARY EUROPEAN CITIES.

Some examples of measures to calm down the traffic
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CYCLING PROMOTION IN CONTEMPORARY EUROPEAN CITIES.



3. URBAN MOBILITY AND ITS COMPLEXITY. SOME EXAMPLES OF
CYCLING PROMOTION IN CONTEMPORARY EUROPEAN CITIES.



3. URBAN MOBILITY AND ITS COMPLEXITY.

2 general criteria to decide the structure and design of a cycling infraestructure:

1) Reduce the number of encounters between cyclists and motorised
modes that circulate at high speed.

2) Reduce the speed difference between cyclists and motorised
modes in those streets where spatial segregation is not possible.

Solutions taken:

1) Spatial segregation of bicycles in those main roads where automobiles
circulate at high speed. (A)

2) Integration of the cyclists with automobiles in those residential and and
narrow streets where segregation is not possible due to lack of space,
through a general policy of calming down traffic (Zones 30). (B)

3) Integration of cycling with pedestrians in those areas of the centre
where motorisation is prohibited, through decreasing the speed of
bicycles and giving the priority to pedestrians. (C)



 

 

(A)



 

 

(B)



 

 

(C)



3. URBAN MOBILITY AND ITS COMPLEXITY.

Promotion of a city of slow pace

“Slow Movement”. Carl Honoré, 2004.

Cities must be planned for people, not for cars. To do
so, the share of urban space must be totally
redefined, and pedestrians and cyclists play a
leading role. Non-motorised modes of transport
contribute to create slow cities, minimize distances
and settle down new human scales in the city,
limiting the tendency to urban expansion. Mobility on
foot and by bicycle help “to see each other, socialise
the streets, reconstruct places of life and dream the
city” (Augé, 2009, p.19).

Particularly, cycling reminds us of childhood, and
involves a feeling of freedom and connection with the
time and urban space that does not happen with a
motorised mode of transport.



3. URBAN MOBILITY AND ITS COMPLEXITY.

Promotion of a city of slow pace

The social interactions and meetings while walking or cycling need a slow time
to be verified, so they cannot be enjoyed with motorised and fast modes. Non-
motorised modes of transport help us to feel better, improve our physical and
mental health, and bring cities back to human scale, which is really important
after the XX-century period of intensive urbanization and motorization.

Cycling and walking make us perceive urban landscapes and symbols that
were previously hidden or remained unknown due to motorised speed.

Creation of new landscapes: BIKESCAPES!!

Cycling allows us to change unexpectedly our itinerary, or stop suddenly.
These features cannot be found in motorised modes, not even in public
transports, which are subject to fixed itineraries.

Cycling is affordable for most of the city inhabitants, so it is very democratic
and ensures equitable inclusion, but is especially attractive for students and
youth in general.



3. URBAN MOBILITY AND ITS COMPLEXITY.

The role of mass media and marketing



3. URBAN MOBILITY AND ITS COMPLEXITY.

Cycling promotion by social movements

Source: A Contramano: Photographs from different edditions of Metropolitan Day for Cycling



3. URBAN MOBILITY AND ITS COMPLEXITY.

Cycling promotion by social movements

Photographs of CICLOVIA. 07/November/2010. Seville. Author: Luis Morales.



4. URBAN CYCLING IN LJUBLJANA.

The local cycling infrastructure reaches a distance of 160 km along the city:
100 km, approximately, are lanes built on the road side, and the other 60 km,
approximately, are paths drawn on the streets (pavement).

 

The compact shape, short size, flatness and large university community,
favour greatly the use of bicycles as a common mode of transport in the city.



4. URBAN CYCLING IN LJUBLJANA.

The Ljubljana Cyclists’
Network (Association for
promotion of cycling and
sustainable traffic), created
in July 2000, has a great
importance at promoting
cycling as a mode of urban
transport, changing the
social perception regarding
cycling, and also elevating
concrete proposals to the
local administration.

Information and pictures taken in the
Ljubljana Cyclists’ Association website:
http://lkm.kolesarji.org/



4. URBAN CYCLING IN LJUBLJANA.

Photograps from the last critical mass celebrated in Ljubljana, 3rd June 2011.

As we have seen in other european cities, the social
movements involved in cycling promotion are very

important to favour the social and political change that
urban cycling entails.



4. URBAN CYCLING IN LJUBLJANA.

493.575579.950544.849564.867Dunajska cesta
(direct. Bezigrad)

491.536552.502524.798549.940Dunajska cesta
(direct. center)

161.156171.678159.905163.301Drenikova cesta
(direct. Bezigrad)

158.039172.378177.447172.669Drenikova cesta
(direct. Siska)

329.089375.289343.237358.397Celovska cesta
(direct. Siska)

370.110419.009384.137399.331Celovska cesta
(direct. center)

2010200920082007Street / Year

Table: Annual journeys by bicycle measured  with counters in 3
important streets of the city. Data provided by Janez Bertoncelj,
Cycling Coordinator of the Municipality of Ljubljana.



4. URBAN CYCLING IN LJUBLJANA.

According to Janez Bertoncelj’s opinion, the decreased in 2010 was
motivated by bad weather conditions in those months of spring and autumn
which usually have more cyclists. Cycling in Ljubljana has a strong
correlation with weather conditions.

The cycling share in modal split relating to other mechanised modes of
transport is about 10% (info from Cycling Coordinator of the Municipality).

If we consider all modes of transport, including pedestrians, we estimate that
cycling share in modal split should be about 3-4%. This is a personal
estimation that comes from previous experiences in other European cities
and the knowledge of 10% of modal split between mechanised modes. More
counters and research are needed to state these estimations.

These modal splits are on the average of medium-size cities with compact
shape. Ljubljana’s new Bicikelj system, and the strong university community
the city has, allows us to think that there are still further possibilities to
increase cycling.



4. URBAN CYCLING IN LJUBLJANA.

  

Last 12th of May, a self-service rent-a-bike system, called Bicikelj
was established in the city. It has 300 bicycles and 600 parking
spots at 31 stations in the wider city centre. The first hour period of
each journey is free, and the subscription in the system is
extremely cheap. It is still to soon to assess the impact of Bicikelj
in the mobility system of the city.



4. URBAN CYCLING IN LJUBLJANA.

This system has already been settled down across the world, with
great success.

To guarantee the success, the system must assume next characteristics:

1. Universal, affordable for all.

2. Economic.

3. Functional: stations accross the city, with generous dotation
next to train/buses stations, main labour centres, hospitals,
schools, colleges, etc.

4. Bicycles must have exclusive elements in its structure, that
make robbery useless.

5. Bicycles must be comfortable.

6. The system must be planned for cycling as a mode of urban
transport, not entertainment.



5. SUGGESTIONS TO IMPROVE CYCLING IN LJUBLJANA.

 

What is wrong in these photographs?

5.1. About cycling infrastructure
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5.1. About cycling infrastructure

 

What is wrong in these photographs?



5. SUGGESTIONS TO IMPROVE CYCLING IN LJUBLJANA.

Unidirectional lanes/paths do not
contribute to the general criteria
of minimising encounters among
cyclists and automobiles!!!

Why NOT?

By being unidirectional most of the times, lanes
and paths must be doubled, in both sides of the
street or road. As a result, cyclists encounter
pedestrians and automobiles much more
frequently, as intersections must be doubled too!!

The duplicity of intersections is
contrary to the criteria of
minimizing encounters and,
therefore, the risk of collision!!!



5. SUGGESTIONS TO IMPROVE CYCLING IN LJUBLJANA.

Moreover the decrease in the number of intersections, a network
made with bidirectional lanes and paths would have been better
because of:

• The visibility of the cyclists is higher in these
circumstances, particularly in the intersections (now
reduced to the half), both for pedestrians and car-drivers.
The network is safer this way.

• The social perception is that the flow of cyclists is higher,
which contributes to the general feeling that the cycling
infrastructure is useful and the investment has worth it.

• The experience of journey for the cyclist is nicer, as
crossing constantly others users that come in opposite way.
The feeling of loneliness that is common in unidirectional
lanes, now it disappears, and it emerges the feeling of
belonging to a group.



5. SUGGESTIONS TO IMPROVE CYCLING IN LJUBLJANA.
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5. SUGGESTIONS TO IMPROVE CYCLING IN LJUBLJANA.

5.2. About Bicikelj system

Most of journeys does not last more than half an hour in a medium
scale city. By allowing until 1 hour for free, Bicikelj may be used for
entertainment reasons, and not only for a quick urban journey. If this
hypothesis came true, some effects would be predictable:

1) Few bicycles available at the station, but either being used by
users cycling around. A group of bicycles could be simply parked
in parks, gardens, riverside, etc.

2) Increase of insatisfaction, because finding an available bicycle at
the station becomes harder. Social critical to the system starts!!

Do nor forget our aim: to increase the number of times that a
bicicyle of the system is used per day, and contribute to the
change in modal split!!



5. SUGGESTIONS TO IMPROVE CYCLING IN LJUBLJANA.

5.2. About Bicikelj system

In Seville, a city over 3 times bigger than Ljubljana, the maximum period
allowed for free is just 30 minutes, and every bicycle is used 12 times
per day, on average.



5. SUGGESTIONS TO IMPROVE CYCLING IN LJUBLJANA.

5.3. About counters and monitoring

There is a lack of analyses
regarding demographic and
social composition of cyclists,
reasons of journey, destination,
etc. More counters need to be
implement, and surveys carried
out. When these data could be
available and placed in a GIS
application, further
interpretations will be able to be
done, which will be of great
importance to support new
strategies for cycling promotion.

Picture provided by Biba Tominc. Urban
Planning Institute of the R. of Slovenia.
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